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Abstract 

During the last decades, X-ray (micro-)computed tomography has gained increasing 

attention for the description of porous skeletal and shell structures of various organism groups. 

However, their quantitative analysis is often hampered by the difficulty to discriminate cavities 

and pores within the object from the surrounding region.  

Herein, we test the ambient occlusion (AO) algorithm and newly implemented optimisations 

for the segmentation of cavities (implemented in the software Amira). The segmentation 



accuracy is evaluated as a function of (i) changes in the ray length input variable, and (ii) the 

usage of AO (scalar) field and other AO-derived (scalar) fields. The results clearly indicate that 

the AO field itself outperforms all other AO-derived fields in terms of segmentation accuracy 

and robustness against variations in the ray length input variable. The newly implemented 

optimisations improved the AO field-based segmentation only slightly, while the segmentations 

based on the AO-derived fields improved considerably. 

Additionally, we evaluated the potential of the AO field and AO-derived fields for the 

separation and classification of cavities as well as skeletal structures by comparing them with 

commonly used distance-map-based segmentations. For this, we tested the zooid separation 

within a bryozoan colony, the stereom classification of an ophiuroid tooth, the separation of 

bioerosion traces within a marble block and the calice (central cavity)-pore separation within a 

dendrophyllid coral. The obtained results clearly indicate that the ideal input field depends on 

the three-dimensional morphology of the object of interest. The segmentations based on the 

AO-derived fields often provided cavity separations and skeleton classifications that were 

superior to or impossible to obtain with commonly used distance-map-based segmentations. 

The combined usage of various AO-derived fields by supervised or unsupervised segmentation 

algorithms might provide a promising target for future research to further improve the results 

for this kind of high-end data segmentation and classification. Furthermore, the application of 

the developed segmentation algorithm is not restricted to X-ray (micro-)computed tomographic 

data but may potentially be useful for the segmentation of 3D volume data from other sources. 

Keywords: computed tomography, micro-computed tomography, pore/cavity segmentation, 

ambient occlusion segmentation, pore/cavity/skeletal classification and separation 

 

1. Introduction 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) analyses have become a common tool in geo-biological 

research with various kinds of application (e.g., Cnudde et al., 2006; Mees et al., 2003; Stock, 

2008a, b) including the visualisation and characterisation of cavities (pores) in solid media (e.g., 

Knackstedt et al., 2008; Long et al., 2009; Taina et al., 2008). Thereby, three-dimensional (3D) 

high-resolution CT data provide non-destructive insights into the microstructure of organisms 

and exhibit the potential to elucidate the 3D distribution of different microstructures, especially 

of cavity (pore) systems (e.g., Morales Pinzón et al., 2014; Sentoku et al., 2015). For some of 

these analyses, the discrimination of the cavities from an object-surrounding space, both 



commonly consisting of the same material, is crucial and difficult to obtain due to an irregular 

sample surface and a variable cavity opening at the object’s surface – a problem that is not 

restricted to 3D CT data, but that occurs also in 3D volume datasets of other origin (e.g, 

Fredrich, 1999; Eicken et al., 2000). Consequently, a specific and reproducible criterion for 

their discrimination should be used. 

This study explores the ambient occlusion (AO) algorithm, which was recently introduced 

as segmentation tool by Baum and Titschack (2016) for the segmentation of cavities in natural 

materials. Presently, we (i) introduce and evaluate further improvements of the AO algorithm; 

(ii) test the accuracy of the cavity segmentation based on the AO (scalar) field and AO-derived 

(scalar) fields, i.e. the AO average distance field and the AO eigenvalue fields, and its 

dependency on variable ray length input parameters; and (iii) explore the potential of different 

AO-derived fields for the separation and classification of complex 3D cavities and skeletal 

structures. To gain a detailed insight into the first two aspects, we selected a bryozoan specimen 

that exhibits a high variability in the cavity-opening and surface morphology. For the third 

aspect, we selected four samples with highly different pore/skeletal structures: (i) the zooidal 

cavities of the bryozoan Cellaria bafouri; (ii) the tooth stereom of the ophiuroid Amphiura 

filiformis; (iii) sponge bioerosion traces (Entobia ispp.) within a marble block; and (iv) the 

calice (central corallite cavity) and pore network within the theca of the deep-water coral 

Dendrophyllia sp.  

 

2. Ambient occlusion 

The concept of AO was introduced by Zhukov et al. (1998; they referred to it as 'obscurence') 

to simulate indirect diffuse illumination for the visualisation of 3D scenes (see also 

Dachsbacher et al., 2007 who referred to it as 'antiradiance'). The concept inverts the principle 

of light-exposure of a point in space to its obscurence by its close environment which was 

defined “as the ratio of rays emanating from a point on the surface that are able to escape the 

scene” by Loos and Sloan (2010; p. 2). The principle is used to calculate soft shadowing in 3D 

scenes and animation movies (e.g., Landis, 2002; Zhukov et al., 1998) and to improve the 

rendering of isosurfaces and volumetric models (e.g., Borland, 2011; Penner and Mitchell, 

2008; Tarini et al., 2006). Correa and Kwan-Liu (2009) used the concept as classification 

algorithm for volumetric objects to enhance volume rendering by encoding the average 

contribution of the surrounding neighbourhood to the visibility of every voxel in a volume. In 

contrast to these authors, Baum and Titschack (2016) used the concept of AO to separate the 

empty space inside an object from the empty space surrounding the object – a typical problem 



within 3D volume data of porous objects. For this, the object itself needs to be segmented. The 

resulting binary scalar field separates foreground (object) and background. The AO algorithm 

emits a predefined number of rays with a predefined length from every background voxel 

(cavity and surrounding space) of the produced binary field isotropically in all directions and 

counts the relative number of rays that touch or penetrate the foreground (Fig. 1). The obtained 

values are written into the new AO field at the position of the voxel from which the rays were 

emitted. The AO algorithm also computes the intersection points of the emitted rays with the 

foreground. From this information, several other AO-derived fields are computed. First, the 

average distance of each voxel to its surrounding foreground is computed and stored in the AO 

average distance field. In addition, for each voxel the AO eigenvalues of the covariance matrix 

of the ray intersection points with the foreground are calculated, whereby each AO eigenvalue 

is stored in a separate scalar field called AO eigenvalue fields 1, 2, and 3. For rays that do not 

intersect with the foreground, the previously defined ray length is used to compute pseudo-

intersection points. Notice, that the number of emitted rays influences the level of detail of the 

produced results. Furthermore, the predefined length of the rays influences and allows 

optimisation of the resulting segmentation; different ray lengths allow to focus on different 

structures. However, both factors as well as the number of selected AO-derived values highly 

influence the demand on computer resources and computing time, and should, therefore, be 

considered with care. To further improve the quality of the results produced by the AO 

algorithm, we herein implemented the option of a per-voxel rotation of the emitted rays and a 

subsequent moving average window of variable size. 

 

3. Material and methods 

The complex workflow of the presented study, including the CT data acquisition (Sect. 3.1.), 

cavity segmentation (Sect. 3.2.) and cavity and skeleton separation and classification (Sect. 

3.3.) is illustrated in Figure 2. 

3.1. CT data acquisition 

3.1.1. Bryozoan specimen 

The bryozoan (moss animal) Cellaria bafouri Matsuyama, Titschack, Baum & Freiwald, 

2015 was collected during RV Maria S. Merian cruise MSM 16/3 off Mauritania (station 

GeoB14760-2, 19°44.292ʹN, 17°08.754ʹW, 478 m; Matsuyama et al., 2015; Westphal et al., 



2012). Prior to the micro-CT scan, the specimen was macerated in household bleach and 

cleaned in an ultrasonic bath. The scan was performed at Senckenberg am Meer, 

Wilhelmshaven, Germany, with a Skyscan (now Bruker) micro-CT for Scanning Electron 

Microscopes (SEM) attached to a Tescan VEGA3 XMU SEM. Raw data were reconstructed 

using NRecon ver. 1.6.3.3 (Skyscan) software with a voxel size of 3.97 µm (xyz-dimension: 

512 × 601 × 566 voxel). A Gaussian smoothing filter with a standard deviation of 2.5 was used 

for noise reduction. 

3.1.2. Ophiuroid tooth 

The investigated ophiuroid (brittle star) tooth was extracted from a specimen of Amphiura 

filiformis (Müller, 1776), which was collected south-east off the island of Helgoland, German 

Bight (North Sea, 54°7.5ʹN, 07°57.0ʹE) in April 2014 at 38 m depth with the RV Aade. The 

specimen was fixed in ethanol. Subsequently, the jaws were carefully cut from the body disc 

and macerated in household bleach. The teeth were sorted, rinsed and air-dried prior to the 

micro-CT scanning. The tooth was scanned at beamline 2-BM (A) of the Advanced Photon 

Source, Argonne National Laboratory using 25 keV x-radiation. Projections were recorded 

every 0.12° over 180°, and the stack of slices were reconstructed with a voxel size of 1.45 µm 

(xyz-dimension: 168 × 123 × 223 voxel; for further details see Wang et al., 2001). The non-

local means filter (in 2D-mode) of Amira ZIB edition (version 2015.31) was applied on the 

reconstructed volume datasets for noise reduction. 

3.1.3. Bioeroded marble block 

The bioeroded marble block originates from a settlement experiment carried out at the island 

of Rhodes (Greece; Bromley et al., 1990) and studied in detail by Färber et al. (2016). The 

presently selected marble block had been placed in 3 m water depth for seven years off 

Kolymbia (east coast of Rhodes). The bioerosion traces constitute predominantly of millimetre-

sized cavities excavated by boring sponges. The scan was performed at the Bundesanstalt für 

Materialforschung und -prüfung (BAM), Berlin, Germany, with the BAM 225 kV micro-CT 

system (X-ray source voltage: 210 kV, current: 90 µA, pre-filter: 1 mm copper, 2400 

projections over 360°; measurement time: 16 h; Badde and Illerhaus, 2008). Images were 

reconstructed using BAM software generated from the original “Feldkamp” algorithm 

(Feldkamp et al., 1984) with a voxel size of 72 µm (xyz-dimension: 1528 × 1501 × 425 voxel). 

The non-local means filter (in 2D-mode) of the Amira ZIB edition (version 2015.31) was 

applied on the reconstructed volume datasets for noise reduction. 



3.1.4. Coral specimen 

The specimen of Dendrophyllia sp. was collected with MARUM ROV Cherokee from the 

SSE slope of El Idrissi Bank (central Alboran Sea, Mediterranean Sea) in a water depth of 488 

m (GeoB13717-1, sample 6; 36°05.67ʹN, 03°31.98ʹE) during RV POSEIDON cruise POS385 

in the year 2009 (Hebbeln et al., 2009). Besides its calice (central cavity in which the polyp 

lives), the species exhibits a complex porous theka (outer wall of the corallite). The specimen 

was scanned in two partial scans with the micro-CT ProCon CT-ALPHA of the Petrology of 

the Ocean Crust research group, Department of Geosciences, University of Bremen, Germany, 

with a beam energy of 100 kV, an energy flux of 300 µA, a thin copper filter and a 360° scan 

rotation with a step size of 0.3°. Raw data was reconstructed with Fraunhofer software VOLEX 

ver. 6.0, using a GPU-hosted modified Feldkamp algorithm based on filtered backprojection 

(Feldkamp et al., 1984). The scans have a voxel size of 12.04 µm and the xyz-dimension of the 

fused dataset is 1347 × 1378 × 3300 voxels. The Avizo 9 bilateral filter (in 3D-mode with a 

voxel window of 5) was applied to reduce noise within the reconstructed volume datasets. 

Subsequently, the two partial scans were merged in Amira ZIB edition (version 2015.31). 

3.2. Cavity segmentation 

CT data processing was performed with the Amira ZIB edition software version 2016.33 

(Stalling et al., 2005; http://amira.zib.de). The cavity segmentation, performed on the bryozoan, 

the marble block and the dendrophyllid coral, consists of three steps (Figs. 1D-G, 2): (i) 

threshold segmentation of the organism skeletons and marble with the SegmentationEditor (not 

performed on the ophiuroid tooth); (ii) running the AmbientOcclusionField module on the 

background label (‘material’ within Amira) containing the air within the object and the object-

surrounding space (number of rays: 156; ray length: ranging from 1 to 0.2 mm for the bryozoan 

specimen and exceeding the cavity diameter in all other specimens). Thereby, the 

AmbientOcclusionField module was run in two specifications (Fig. 2). First with the 

specifications of Baum and Titschack (2016), and second with the herein implemented 

improvements by a random per-voxel rotation of the emitted rays (100 random rotations) 

combined with a smoothing filter (5 × 5 × 5 voxel moving window averaging filter). The 

resulting AO fields comprised normalised values ranging between 0 (not occluded at all) and 1 

(fully occluded; Fig. 1F). By using a ray length that exceeded the diameter of the specimen, it 

was ensured that all voxels that were not directly visible from the outside gained an AO value 

of 1. Voxels visible from the outside and close to the objects surface gained AO values <1 

depending on their openness to the surrounding space. With increasing distance from the object 



surface, the AO values decreased to 0 when the distance from the specimen surfaces exceeded 

the ray length (Fig. 1F). In addition to the AO field itself, the AO average distance field and the 

AO eigenvalue fields 1-3 (AO-derived fields) were calculated. The data range of the latter scalar 

fields depends highly on the previously defined ray length. As last step (iii), threshold 

segmentations of the cavity space were carried out within the SegmentationEditor on the AO 

field and AO-derived fields. 

3.3. Cavity and skeleton separation and classification 

For the separation and classification of specific cavity and skeletal structures, an additional 

segmentation was performed on the previously segmented label of interest, here the zooid 

cavities of the bryozoan, the stereom of the ophiuroid tooth, the bioerosion cavities within the 

marble block, and the calice and theca pore network within the dendrophyllid coral (Fig. 2). 

The used segmentations of the labels of interest were based on a marker-based watershed 

segmentation (markers were obtained by threshold segmentation) of the CT-data in case of the 

ophiuroid tooth and on threshold segmentations of the AO fields calculated with the improved 

AO algorithm (threshold: 0.7) for all other cases. Subsequently, the labels were cleaned from 

artefacts (false segmentations on the object surface were removed) and the improved 

AmbientOcclusionField (same specification as mentioned above) and the DistanceMap module 

were run on the respective label of interest. All subsequent segmentations were performed on 

all AO-derived fields (AO average distance, AO eigenvalues 1 - 3). The obtained results were 

compared with segmentations that were based on a distance map (scalar) field (Jones et al., 

2006; Rosenfeld and Pfaltz, 1966) – a field commonly used for such type of segmentation 

problem (Ghalib and Hryciw, 1999; Homberg et al., 2012; Malpica et al., 1997; Oberlaender et 

al., 2009). Note that the distance map stores for each voxel the closest distance to the foreground 

while the AO average distance field averages over many distances. 

Zooid separation within the investigated bryozoan specimen was obtained with the 

ContourTreeSegmentation module (threshold: -0.09, persistence value: 0.0002 - 0.00005 for all 

AO-derived fields; threshold: 0, persistence value: 0.02 for the distance-map field). The 

ContourTreeSegmentation module was also used for the boring-trace separation within the 

bioeroded marble block (threshold: -0.09; persistence value: 1.5 for the AO-derived fields; 

threshold: 0; persistence value: 1 for the distance-map field). The structures with varying 

thickness within the ophiuroid tooth stereom were segmented using the threshold segmentation 

within the SegmentationEditor. Thresholds had to be optimised separately for the AO-field- 

and AO-derived-field-based segmentations. The separation of the pore network in the corallite 



walls and the calice within the dendrophyllid coral was obtained with the marker-based 

WatershedSegmentation module. Special care had to be taken during the threshold 

segmentation of the markers with the SegmentationEditor to obtain satisfying segmentation 

results – often several iterations of marker optimisation were needed.  

 

4. Results 

4.1. Cavity segmentation 

The cavity segmentation was performed on the AO and AO-derived fields and two aspects 

were evaluated: (i) the improvement of cavity segmentation by the incorporation of a random 

per-voxel ray rotation combined with a smoothing filter (moving-window averaging filter) 

compared to the original AO algorithm published by Baum and Titschack (2016; Sect. 4.1.1.); 

and (ii) the quality of cavity segmentation as subject to the ray length (Sect. 4.1.2.). Those tests 

were exclusively performed on the bryozoan specimen due to the fact that this specimen 

exhibits a high cavity opening complexity accompanied with a complex outer surface 

morphology. 

4.1.1. Cavity segmentation using the AO algorithm with and without rotating rays and 

subsequently applied smoothing filter 

The herein introduced improvements of the AO algorithm were evaluated by comparing the 

segmentation results produced with the original AO algorithm (Baum and Titschack, 2016; 

Figs. 3 - 7 upper row), with those of the improved AO algorithm (Figs. 3 - 7 lower row) using 

the same input and threshold parameters. The cavity-surrounding space boundary always 

exhibits a concave shape. The visual comparison of the cavity segmentation based on the AO 

and all AO-derived fields revealed that the best segmentation was obtained with the AO field 

itself (1 mm ray length). For cavity segmentations that relied on the AO-derived fields (Figs. 4 

- 7), only the segmentation based on the AO average distance (Fig. 4) and AO eigenvalue 2 

fields (both with 1 mm ray length; Fig. 6) showed satisfying results with only a slight increase 

of artefacts (areas segmented on the object surface that were not connected to a cavity).  

The comparison between the cavity segmentation results of the original and the improved 

AO algorithm revealed a better performance of the improved AO algorithm for all ray lengths, 

shown by a considerable visual reduction of artefacts (Figs. 3 - 7). The reduction of artefacts 

by the application of the improved AO algorithm is also reflected in the calculated cavity 



volumes. The cavity volumes of the improved AO-algorithm-based segmentations is always 

smaller than the cavity volumes obtained from the original AO-algorithm-based segmentations. 

This is interpreted to reflect the reduction of artefacts on the object surface (only comparing 

volumes calculated with the same ray length; Fig. 8). A potential change in curvature of the 

cavity-surrounding-space boundary as reason for the observed volume reduction can be 

excluded due to the fact that the degree of curvature is predominantly controlled by the ray 

length as is clearly visible in Figures 3 – 7, right column. 

4.1.2. Dependence of the ambient occlusion ray length on the segmentation  

The influence of the ray length on the segmentation result was investigated by running the 

AO algorithm with ray lengths of 1 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.2 mm. While the 1 mm ray length 

exceeded the maximum cavity diameter by nearly a factor of 2, the minimum ray length of 0.2 

mm was close to the shortest cavity diameter. Furthermore, the effect of the input scalar field 

(AO field, AO average distance field, AO eigenvalue 1 – 3 fields; Figs. 3 - 7) was examined 

for the final segmentation.  

The results revealed that the segmentations based on the AO fields (i) showed the lowest 

degree of artefacts on the skeleton surface (Figs. 3 - 7); (ii) exhibited the lowest inward 

dislocation of the cavity-surrounding-space boundary with decreasing ray length (Figs. 3 - 7, 

right column); (iii) showed the lowest spread in the volume of the segmented cavities over the 

entire range of ray lengths (Fig. 8); and (iv) presented the only segmentations that could be 

performed with one consistent threshold (0.7; Fig. 3). All segmentations based on the AO-

derived fields revealed a strong dependence on the ray length and needed a ray-length-

dependent threshold optimisation (Figs. 4 - 7). The comparison of all results revealed that the 

best segmentations were always obtained with scalar fields calculated with a ray length of 1 

mm (Figs. 3 - 8).  

4.2. Cavity separation and stereom classification  

For the investigation of the cavity and stereom structure of the investigated specimens, the 

AO algorithm was applied to the previously segmented object of interest (cavities in case of the 

bryozoan, coral and marble block; tooth stereom in case of the ophiuroid) with a ray length 

exceeding the length of the respective specimen (for the detailed workflow see Fig. 2). The 

subsequent separation/classification of the cavities and tooth stereom were tested on the AO 

average distance field and the AO eigenvalue 1 - 3 fields. The obtained results were compared 

with a segmentation based on a distance map field of the respective object of interest. 



4.2.1. Zooid separation within the bryozoan 

The zooid segmentation within the bryozoan Cellaria bafouri specimen, achieved by a 

ContourTreeSegmentation, provided a good automatic separation of the zooids from each other 

for all segmentations (Fig. 9 A1 - A5). Only minor misclassifications were observed (see circles 

in Fig. 9 A2 - A5). However, the best segmentation with 21 identified zooids and well-located 

zooid boundaries were obtained with the distance map field (Fig. 9 A1). All AO-derived-field-

based segmentations provided clearly too many segmented zooids (between 34 and 41). 

Furthermore, the zooid boundaries were partially incorrect and some zooids were horizontally 

split into two (see circles in Fig. 9 A2 - A5). 

4.2.2. Classification of the ophiuroid tooth stereom 

The variations in thickness within the tooth stereom of the ophiuroid Amphiura filiformis 

were classified by threshold segmentation. All AO-derived fields provided a good visualisation 

of the variations in thickness within the tooth stereom (i.e., thick stereom elements and narrow 

stromal space) as well as good separation of areas with thick, moderate and thin tooth stereom 

(Fig. 9 B2 - B5). However, for every AO-derived field, the thresholds had to be re-optimised. 

With the distance map field, no satisfying segmentation could be achieved by thresholding (Fig. 

9 B1) or other segmentation algorithms. Only the area with the thickest tooth stereom could be 

visualised, but not segmented into a separate label. 

The obtained results for the AO-derived fields led to the observation that (i) the tooth, apart 

from its previously known thickly calcified cap at the distal end, revealed two additional thickly 

calcified stereom areas at the base of the tooth; and (ii) the thinly calcified stereom area is 

predominantly located in the central part of the tooth (Fig. 9 B2 - B5). 

4.2.3. Separation of bioerosion traces within the marble block 

For the separation of various bioerosion traces within the investigated marble block (Fig. 9 

C1 - C5) the ContourTreeSegmentation was used. All obtained segmentations revealed a good 

separation of individual traces, which were dominated by sponge borings (Entobia ispp.; Fig. 9 

C1 - C5). However, the segmentations based on the distance map field (Fig. 9 C1) and AO 

eigenvalue 3 (Fig. 9 C5) showed a separation of consistent boring in the upper left corner of the 

investigated sample (upper circle) and a lacking differentiation of two distinctively different 

borings in the lower left corner (lower ellipse). Segmentations based on AO eigenvalues 1 (Fig. 

9 C3) and 2 (Fig. 9 C4) separated the borings in the lower left corner but also the consistent 

boring in the upper left corner. Only the AO average distance field-based segmentation 



provided a good segmentation of the boring in the upper left corner and separation of different 

borings in the lower left corner (Fig. 9 C2). 

4.2.4. Calice-pore separation within the dendrophyllid coral 

The separation of the marginal pore system from the calice (corallite cavity) within the 

investigated coral Dendrophyllia sp. specimen was achieved using a marker-based watershed 

segmentation. Here, the segmentation of the markers was a crucial step that had a major 

influence on the final segmentation. The segmentation of markers was easily achieved by 

threshold segmentation from the AO average distance and the AO eigenvalue 1 and 2 fields 

and only minor manual post-processing was needed to obtain markers for a good calice-pore 

separation from the respective data field (Fig. 9 D2 - D4). The segmentation of markers from 

the AO eigenvalue 3 field was time consuming and the respective segmentation presented 

multiple artefacts dominated by intra-calice space classified as marginal pore space (Fig. 9 D5). 

The segmentation of the markers from the distance map field allowed a very good segmentation 

of the calice markers but failed by when segmenting the pore markers. Using markers obtained 

from the AO average distance field for the distance-map-based calice-pore separation resulted 

in an unreliable separation (Fig. 9 D1). The best segmentation was achieved by running the 

marker-based watershed segmentation on the AO average distance field (Fig. 9 D2). 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Cavity segmentation 

First CT studies concentrating on cavity/skeletal structures date back to the mid-1990s (e.g., 

Kinney et al., 1993) and include the 3D visualisation (e.g., Beuck et al., 2007, 2008; Riley et 

al., 2014) and quantification of cavities (e.g., Homberg et al., 2012; Knackstedt et al., 2008; 

Soete et al., 2015; Werth et al., 2010; Zong et al., 2014). Wherever cavity structures are 

connected to the object surface, the separation of the space within the object from the object-

surrounding space, both commonly consisting of air after sample preparation, is crucial (Kline 

and Ritman, 2012). For objects, for which the relationship between the object surface and the 

exterior cavity surface is not relevant, such as rock plugs or field rock samples, the object can 

just be cropped so that no object surrounding space is left (e.g. Luo et al., 2010; Peth et al., 

2008). However, depending on the complexity of the object surface, the cropping procedure 

might cause tremendous loss of data, which unnecessarily increases potential analytical 

uncertainties. For objects, for which the relationship between the object surface and the exterior 



cavity surface is relevant, such as for shells and skeletons, the separation of the cavity space 

within the object from the object-surrounding space is important and currently difficult to 

obtain. Hence, a fast and reproducible segmentation of the cavity space allows (i) the reduction 

of analytical uncertainties in objects, for which the relationship between the object surface and 

the exterior cavity surface is of no interest, and (ii) the quantitative analysis of objects, for which 

the relationship between the object surface and the exterior cavity surface is necessary. Due to 

the fact that the cavity space reveals similar or equal values when compared to the object-

surrounding space, threshold segmentation as well as sophisticated segmentation methods, such 

as watershed- (Malpica et al., 1997), contour-tree- (Carr et al., 2003, 2010; Kass et al., 1988) 

or discrete-Morse-theory-based segmentation methods (Delgado-Friedrichs et al., 2015; 

Gyulassy et al., 2014), including distance field approaches (Ghalib and Hryciw, 1999; Jones et 

al., 2006; Malpica et al., 1997), cannot be successfully applied. Morphological operations are 

used for the segmentation of cavities but are prone to artefacts, especially for cases where the 

cavity openings to the object-surrounding space are wider than the cavities themselves and/or 

exhibit a high morphological variability. Roche et al. (2010) and Kline and Ritman (2012) 

separated the cavity space within coral and sponge skeletons from the specimen-surrounding 

space by applying shrink-wrap approaches. However, these approaches process the data slice-

wise, hence they do not consider the full 3D shape, which might result in orientation-dependent 

artefacts. In contrast, the approach taken by Baum and Titschack (2016), which uses the AO 

concept as segmentation algorithm for the separation of the cavity space from the object-

surrounding space, exploits the full 3D shape information and is, therefore, orientation-

independent. The authors applied this methodology to segment the central cavity (calice) within 

corallites and to segment the cavity space within a rock sample. Matsuyama et al. (2015) and 

Färber et al. (2016) applied the algorithm successfully to segment bryozoan zooids and 

bioerosion traces within marble blocks, respectively. AO fields (e.g., Fig. 1F) and further AO-

derived fields allowed the fast interactive threshold segmentations of the cavity space within 

the herein studied bryozoan (Figs. 3 - 7). The results clearly highlight that the segmentations 

based on the AO field provide the best cavity segmentation and are relatively inert to changes 

of the ray length input parameter (Figs. 3, 8). The segmentation that was based on the herein 

improved AO algorithm showed minor improvements in the occurrence of visual artefacts on 

the object surface (Fig. 3), also indicated by the slightly smaller cavity volume (Fig. 8). 

Cavity segmentations that were based on the AO-derived fields provided reasonably good 

results (Figs. 4 - 7). However, the quality of their cavity segmentations depended on several 

factors: (i) the thresholds had to be optimised separately for every AO-derived field to obtain a 



good segmentation (Figs. 4 - 7). (ii) The length of the emitted rays had a strong influence on 

the number of visual artefacts on the object surface. The number of artefacts increased with 

decreasing lengths of the emitted rays (Figs. 4 - 7). Additionally, the artefacts led to an increase 

of the segmented cavity volume, clearly visible when comparing the segmentations based on 

AO or AO-derived fields calculated with the improved and original AO algorithm (Fig. 8). And 

(iii) the length of the emitted rays had a strong influence on the inward dislocation of the cavity-

surrounding space boundary (Figs. 4 - 7, right column). Decreasing the ray length caused, 

besides an increase of artefacts, an unrealistic inward dislocation of the cavity-surrounding 

space boundary. This resulted in a reduction of the segmented cavity volume which, however, 

outpaced the cavity volume increase resulting from the concurrent increase in artefacts on the 

object surface (Fig. 8). The best segmentation results were obtained with the AO average 

distance (1 mm ray length; Fig. 3) and AO eigenvalue 2 fields (0.4 mm ray length; Fig. 6). 

The herein introduced implementation of (i) a random per-voxel rotation of the emitted rays 

and (ii) a smoothing filter that consists of a moving-window averaging filter with freely 

selectable window sizes, provided improved AO and AO-derived fields with a reduction of 

artefacts that are caused by very small irregularities on the object surface (Figs. 3 - 7). The user-

defined number of random rotations and window size of the averaging filter allow optimising 

the segmentation and computing time. Cavity segmentations based on AO and AO-derived 

fields calculated with the herein improved algorithm showed generally reduced volumes 

compared to original AO algorithm-based segmentations (Fig. 8) that are interpreted to reflect 

the reduction of visible artefacts on the object surface (Figs. 3 - 7). The concavity of the cavity-

surrounding-space boundary was not affected by the improvements of the AO algorithm but 

depends highly on the emitted ray lengths (Figs. 3 - 7 right column).  

 

5.2. Cavity separation and skeleton classification based on AO-derived fields 

AO-derived fields (AO average distance and AO eigenvalue fields) were used for the 

separation/classification of complex skeletal and cavity structures by various segmentation 

methods (e.g., threshold, marker-based watershed, and contour-tree segmentation). The chosen 

segmentation method depended on the desired result and the specific morphological structure 

of the investigated object.  

Baum and Titschack (2016) showed that the AO average-distance-based separation of 

interconnected calices of multiple corallites within a coral colony is superior to a separation 

based on a distance-map field. The good characteristics of the AO average-distance field for 

the separations/classifications of cavities and skeletal structures is confirmed by the herein 



presented results that showed separations or classifications which were clearly superior to most 

distance-map-based segmentations (Fig. 9). AO-derived-field-based segmentations of the 

ophiuroid tooth stereom, the bioerosion within the marble block and the dendrophyllid coral 

were superior to distance-map-based segmentations. For the classification of the ophiuroid 

tooth stereom, the distance-map-based stereom classification even failed (Fig. 9 B1), which is 

most likely due to the specific spatial information saved within the latter field. For the 

separation of bioerosion traces within the marble block, a perfect separation of the various 

sponge borings was not expected because the spatial resolution of 72 µm did not allow the 

segmentation of all thin exploratory and connecting threads, and due to the presumed 

overprinting of different generations of sponge borings where younger borings penetrated older 

ones (Färber et al., 2016). However, all segmentations provided reasonably good results. The 

best separation result was achieved with the AO average distance field (Fig. 9 C2). All other 

segmentations lead to the fragmentation of consistent borings and/or joined different borings 

(Fig. 9 C1, C3 – C5). Within the dendrophyllid coral, all AO-derived field-based pore 

network/calice separations were better than the distance-map-based segmentation (Fig. 9 D). 

However, the best segmentation was again achieved with the AO average distance field (Fig. 9 

D2). Only for the zooid separation of the bryozoan specimen the distance-map-based 

segmentation provided the best result with 21 (20 correctly) identified zooids, which is closest 

to the 24 visually identified zooids by Matsuyama et al. (2015). The AO-derived-field-based 

segmentations provided a total number of >34 zooids and showed partially incorrectly 

identified zooids (see circles in Figs. 9 A2 - A5).  

 

6. Conclusions 

The AO algorithm introduced by Baum and Titschack (2016) provides a promising 

alternative to, e.g., shrink-wrap approaches for the segmentation of cavities within objects. 

While the latter approaches only consider 2D slices, the AO algorithm takes into account the 

full 3D shape information. Its fast application as well as the robustness of the algorithms to 

variable input parameters and the interactive threshold segmentation provide a high user-

friendliness and make this algorithm attractive even to non-specialists. Its application is not 

restricted to CT data but can be applied to any 3D volume dataset with similar characteristics. 

The best cavity segmentation was obtained by using the AO field calculated with a ray length 

that exceeded the maximum diameter of the cavities and a threshold value of 0.7 that seems to 

be uniquely applicable. This makes cavity segmentation comparable across many datasets.  



The herein presented improved AO algorithm includes a per-voxel random rotation of the 

emitted rays and a subsequently applied smoothing filter. This implementation results in 

smoothed AO and AO-derived fields. While the obtained segmentations show only a small 

reduction of artefacts for AO-field-based segmentations, AO-derived-field-based 

segmentations improved considerably.  

AO-derived fields were successfully used to separate zooids within a bryozoan, to classify 

an ophiuroid tooth stereom, to separate bioerosion traces within a marble block and to separate 

the calice from the marginal pore system within a dendrophyllid coral. The obtained results 

clearly show that a successful separation or classification of cavity and skeletal structures highly 

depends on the 3D morphology of the investigated object of interest. Different segmentation 

algorithms must be tested on various input fields (AO-derived or distance-map fields) to obtain 

an optimal separation/classification/segmentation result. However, the AO average distance 

field seems to provide the broadest applicability. A combined use of all fields together in a 

supervised (e.g., random forest, maximum-likelihood) or unsupervised segmentation methods 

(e.g., clustering) might be a promising future direction to further improve high-end data 

segmentations. These segmentation methods might even make the optimisation of thresholds 

unnecessary. 
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Figure 1. Principle of the ambient occlusion as segmentation algorithm (illustrated for three 

voxels) exemplified on a bryozoan colony fragment of Cellaria bafouri. Top and bottom in A 

and B as well as the front and back in C are virtually cut for better understanding. The ambient 

occlusion algorithm emits a predefined number of rays with a predefined length isotropically 

in all directions from every voxel within the background (black; represented by the air-filled 

pore/cavity space and surrounding space) and counts the amount of rays that touch or penetrate 

the foreground (white; in this case a bryozoan skeleton). The ratio between the 

touching/penetrating rays and all rays is written into the voxel from which the rays were 

emitted. For the illustrated voxel the ambient occlusion values are from left to right 0.98, 0.76 

and 0.03. Derived values of the ambient occlusion principle are, for example, the AO average 

distance (mean length of rays) or the AO eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the 

intersection points. A: Two-dimensional view. B: Three-dimensional view with the foreground 

only visualised in one plane. C: Three-dimensional view with the foreground shown by slightly 

transparent surface. D: Orthoslice of the original scan. E: Threshold segmentation result of the 

skeleton (foreground). F: Ambient occlusion scalar field of the background. G: Threshold 

segmentation of the bryozoan zooids based on the ambient occlusion field (threshold 0.7). 



 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the processing workflow from the data acquisition (Sect. 3.1.) to cavity 

segmentation (Sects. 3.2., 4.1., 5.1.) and separation (Sects. 3.3., 4.2., 5.2.). Algorithms and 

measurements are indicated in red, datasets in green and visualisations in yellow analogue to 

the colour labelling within Amira. Avg. dist.: average distance; EV: eigenvalue. 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3. Comparison of the threshold (Th) segmentation based on the ambient occlusion field 

calculated with the original ambient occlusion algorithm (A1 - A3; Baum and Titschack, 2016) 

and the improved ambient occlusion algorithm introduced herein (B1 - B3) including the 

influence of the ray length on the segmentation result. The differences are illustrated in A4 and 

B4 using the color-coding A1 - A3 and B1 - B3, respectively.  

Figure 4. Comparison of the threshold (Th) segmentation based on the ambient occlusion 

average distance field calculated with the original ambient occlusion algorithm (A1 - A3; Baum 

and Titschack, 2016) and the improved ambient occlusion algorithm introduced herein (B1 - 

B3) including the influence of the ray length on the segmentation result. For colour-coding see 

Figure 3. 



Figure 5. Comparison of the threshold (Th) segmentation based on the ambient occlusion 

eigenvalue 1 field calculated with the original ambient occlusion algorithm (A1 - A3; Baum 

and Titschack, 2016) and the improved ambient occlusion algorithm introduced herein (B1 - 

B3) including the influence of the ray length on the segmentation result. For colour-coding see 

Figure 3. 

Figure 6. Comparison of the threshold (Th) segmentation based on the ambient occlusion 

eigenvalue 2 field calculated with the original ambient occlusion algorithm (A1 - A3; Baum 

and Titschack, 2016) and the improved ambient occlusion algorithm introduced herein (B1 - 

B3) including the influence of the ray length on the segmentation result. For colour coding see 

Figure 3. 



Figure 7. Comparison of the threshold (Th) segmentation based on the ambient occlusion 

eigenvalue 3 field calculated with the original ambient occlusion algorithm (A1 - A3; Baum 

and Titschack, 2016) and the improved ambient occlusion algorithm introduced herein (B1 - 

B3) including the influence of the ray length on the segmentation result. For colour coding see 

Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of determined cavity volumes based on the ambient occlusion field and 

ambient occlusion-derived fields calculated with the ‘original’ or ‘improved’ ambient occlusion 

algorithm and variable ray lengths between 0.2 and 1 mm. AO: ambient occlusion. EV = 

eigenvalue. 



Figure 9. Segmentation results (A) of the zooid separation within the bryozoan Cellaria bafouri 

by the ContourTreeSegmentation module; (B) the stereom thickness classification of a tooth of 

the ophiuroid Amphiura filiformis (orange: compact; blue: moderate; grey: porous) by threshold 

segmentation; (C) the bioerosion trace separation within a bioeroded marble block by 

ContourTreeSegmentation module; (D) and the calice-pore separation within the dendrophyllid 

coral Dendrophyllia sp. using the marker-based WatershedSegmentation module (left: 3D 

model; right: orthoslice). Skeleton and marble block surfaces are shown in transparent grey 

(except B2 – B5). All segmentations were tested on distance map (A1 - D1), ambient occlusion 

average distance (A2 - D2), ambient occlusion eigenvalue 1 (A3 - D3), ambient occlusion 

eigenvalue 2 (A4 - D4), and ambient occlusion eigenvalue 3 fields (A5 - D5). 

Misclassifications/-separations are indicated by white circles. 


